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Abstract. Hybrid numbers generalize complex, hyperbolic and dual numbers, simultaneously.
Special kinds of hybrid numbers, related to numbers of Fibonacci type, among others Pell num-
bers, were introduced quite recently. In this paper we introduce and study polynomials, which
are a generalization of Pell hybrid numbers and so called Pell hybrinomials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Pell numbers are well-known numbers in the number theory and they belong to
the wide class of numbers of the Fibonacci type. The nth Pell number Pn is defined
recursively by the second order linear recurrence relation Pn D 2Pn 1CPn 2; for
n  2 with initial conditions P0 D 0; P1 D 1: A special version of Pell numbers
is Pell-Lucas numbers Qn (also named as companion Pell numbers). Then Qn D
2Qn 1CQn 2; for n 2 with Q0 DQ1 D 2:
Distinct properties of Pell and Pell-Lucas numbers can be found for example in
[1, 2, 5]. In [3] Horadam and Mahon introduced Pell and Pell-Lucas polynomials as
follows.
For any variable quantity x, the Pell polynomial Pn.x/ is defined as Pn.x/ D
2x Pn 1.x/CPn 2.x/ for n 2 with P0.x/D 0; P1.x/D 1:
The Pell-Lucas polynomialQn.x/ is defined asQn.x/D 2x Qn 1.x/CQn 2.x/
for n 2 with initial terms Q0.x/D 2; Q1.x/D 2x:
For x D 1 we obtain Pell and Pell-Lucas numbers, respectively.
For any x let ˛.x/D xCpx2C1 and ˇ.x/D x px2C1: Then solving second–
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One of the generalizations of the Pell polynomial is the Horadam polynomial,
whose properties can be found in [4].
Hybrid numbers were introduced by O¨zdemir in [6] as a new generalization of
complex, hyperbolic and dual numbers.
Let K be the set of hybrid numbers Z of the form
ZD aCbiC c"Cdh;
where a;b;c;d 2 R and i; "; h are operators such that
i2 D 1; "2 D 0; h2 D 1 (1.3)
and
ihD hiD "C i: (1.4)
If Z1D a1Cb1iCc1"Cd1h; and Z2D a2Cb2iCc2"Cd2h; are any two hybrid
numbers then equality, addition, substraction and multiplication by scalar are defined.
Equality: Z1 D Z2 only if a1 D a2; b1 D b2; c1 D c2; d1 D d2;
addition: Z1CZ2 D .a1Ca2/C .b1Cb2/iC .c1C c2/"C .d1Cd2/h;
substraction: Z1 Z2 D .a1 a2/C .b1 b2/iC .c1  c2/"C .d1 d2/h;
multiplication by scalar s 2 R: sZ1 D sa1C sb1iC sc1"C sd1h:
The hybrid numbers multiplication is defined using (1.3) and (1.4). Note that us-
ing formulas (1.3) and (1.4) we can find the product of any two hybrid units. The
following Table presents products of i; "; and h Using rules given in Table 1. the
TABLE 1. The hybrid number multiplication.
 i " h
i  1 1 h "C i
" hC1 0  "
h  "  i " 1
multiplication of hybrid numbers can be made analogously as multiplications of al-
gebraic expressions. For hybrid numbers details, see [6].
A special kind of hybrid numbers, namely Pell hybrid numbers and Pell-Lucas
hybrid numbers, were introduced in [7] as follows.
The nth Pell hybrid number PHn and the nth Pell-Lucas hybrid number QHn are
defined as
PHn D PnC iPnC1C "PnC2ChPnC3; (1.5)
QHn DQnC iQnC1C "QnC2ChQnC3; (1.6)
respectively.
Interesting results of Pell and Pell-Lucas hybrid numbers obtained recently can be
found in [8].
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In this paper we introduce Pell and Pell-Lucas hybrinomials, i.e. polynomials,
which are a generalization of Pell hybrid numbers and Pell-Lucas hybrid numbers,
respectively.
For n 0 Pell and Pell-Lucas hybrinomials are defined by
PHn.x/D Pn.x/C iPnC1.x/C "PnC2.x/ChPnC3.x/ (1.7)
and
QHn.x/DQn.x/C iQnC1.x/C "QnC2.x/ChQnC3.x/; (1.8)
where Pn.x/ is the nth Pell polynomial,Qn.x/ is the the n-th Pell-Lucas polynomial
and i; "; h are hybrid units satisfy (1.3) and (1.4).
For x D 1 we obtain Pell hybrid numbers and Pell-Lucas hybrid numbers, respect-
ively.
2. PROPERTIES OF PELL AND PELL-LUCAS HYBRINOMIALS
Theorem 1. Let n 0 be an integer. For any variable quantity x, we have
PHn.x/D 2x PHn 1.x/CPHn 2.x/ for n 2 (2.1)
with PH0.x/D iC "  .2x/Ch  .4x2C1/
and PH1.x/D 1C i  .2x/C "  .4x2C1/Ch  .8x3C4x/:
Proof. If nD 2 we have
PH2.x/D 2x PH1.x/CPH0.x/
D 2x  .1C i  .2x/C "  .4x2C1/Ch  .8x3C4x//
C iC "  .2x/Ch  .4x2C1/
D 2xC i  .4x2C1/C "  .8x3C4x/Ch  .16x4C12x2C1/
D P2.x/C iP3.x/C "P4.x/ChP5.x/:
If n 3 then using the definition of Pell polynomials we have
PHn.x/D Pn.x/C iPnC1.x/C "PnC2.x/ChPnC3.x/
D .2x Pn 1.x/CPn 2.x//C i.2x Pn.x/CPn 1.x//
C ".2x PnC1.x/CPn.x//Ch.2x PnC2.x/CPnC1.x//
D 2x .Pn 1.x/C i Pn.x/C " PnC1.x/Ch PnC2.x//
CPn 2.x/C i Pn 1.x/C " Pn.x/Ch PnC1.x/
D 2x PHn 1.x/CPHn 2.x/;
which ends the proof. 
In the same way one can easily prove the next theorem.
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Theorem 2. Let n 0 be an integer. For any variable quantity x, we have
QHn.x/D 2x QHn 1.x/CQHn 2.x/ for n 2 (2.2)
with QH0.x/D 2C i  .2x/C "  .4x2C 2/Ch  .8x3C 6x/ and QH1.x/D 2xC i 
.4x2C2/C "  .8x3C6x/Ch  .16x4C16x2C2/:
Now we give so called Binet formulas for Pell and Pell-Lucas hybrinomials.










1C iˇ.x/C "ˇ2.x/Chˇ3.x/ ; (2.3)
where ˛.x/D xCpx2C1 and ˇ.x/D x px2C1:
Proof. Using (1.1), (1.5) and (1.7) we have











and after calculations the result follows. 
In the same way, using (1.2), (1.6) and (1.8), one can easily prove the next theorem.




Cˇn.x/ 1C iˇ.x/C "ˇ2.x/Chˇ3.x/ ; (2.4)
where ˛.x/D xCpx2C1 and ˇ.x/D x px2C1:
Now we will give some identities related to the well-known identities for classical
Pell numbers
.Catalan identity/Pn r PnCr   .Pn/2 D . 1/n rC1P 2r ;
.Cassini identity/Pn 1 PnC1  .Pn/2 D . 1/n;
.d0Ocagne identity/Pm PnC1 PmC1 Pn D . 1/nPm n:
We give their versions for Pell and Pell-Lucas hybrinomials. These identities can be
proved using Binet formulas.
For simplicity of notation let
.x/D ˛.x/ ˇ.x/;
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O˛ .x/D 1C i˛.x/C "˛2.x/Ch˛3.x/;
Oˇ.x/D 1C iˇ.x/C "ˇ2.x/Chˇ3.x/:









QHn.x/D ˛n.x/ O˛ .x/Cˇn.x/ Oˇ.x/; respectively.
Moreover, ˛.x/ ˇ.x/D 1 and 2.x/D 4x2C4:
Theorem 5 (Catalan identity for Pell hybrinomials). Let n  0; r  0 be integers








































































































































which ends the proof. 
In the same way one can easily prove the next theorem, which gives Catalan iden-
tity for Pell-Lucas hybrinomials.
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Theorem 6 (Catalan identity for Pell-Lucas hybrinomials). Let n  0; r  0 be
integers such that n r: Then
QHn r.x/ QHnCr.x/  .QHn.x//2













Note that for r D 1 we get Cassini identities for Pell and Pell-Lucas hybrinomials.














Corollary 1 (Cassini identities for Pell and Pell-Lucas hybrinomials). Let n  0























Theorem 7 (d’Ocagne identity for Pell hybrinomials). Let m  0; n  0 be in-









































































































Thus the Theorem is proved. 
In the same way we can prove next theorems.
Theorem 8 (d’Ocagne identity for Pell-Lucas hybrinomials). Letm 0; n 0 be
integers such that m n. Then
QHm.x/ QHnC1.x/ QHmC1.x/ QHn.x/
D . 1/nˇm n.x/.x/ Oˇ.x/ O˛ .x/  . 1/n˛m n.x/.x/ O˛ .x/ Oˇ.x/:









Some identities for Pell and Pell-Lucas hybrinomials can be found by analogy to
well–known identities for the Pell and Pell-Lucas polynomials. In the next part of
this paper we indicate such identities.
Theorem 10 ([3]). Let n 1 be an integer. Then
PnC1.x/CPn 1.x/DQn.x/D 2x Pn.x/C2Pn 1.x/: (2.5)
Theorem 11. Let n 1 be an integer. Then
PHnC1.x/CPHn 1.x/DQHn.x/D 2x PHn.x/C2PHn 1.x/:
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Proof. Using (2.5) we have
PHnC1.x/CPHn 1.x/






On the other hand
2x PHn.x/C2PHn 1.x/
D 2x  .Pn.x/C iPnC1.x/C "PnC2.x/ChPnC3.x//
C2.Pn 1.x/C iPn.x/C "PnC1.x/ChPnC2.x//
D .2x Pn.x/CPn 1.x//C i.2x PnC1.x/CPn.x//
C ".2x PnC2.x/CPnC1.x//Ch.2x PnC3.x/CPnC2.x//
DQn.x/C iQnC1.x/C "QnC2.x/ChQnC3.x/
DQHn.x/;
so the result follows. 
Theorem 12 ([3]). Let n 1 be an integer. Then
QnC1.x/CQn 1.x/D 4.x2C1/Pn.x/: (2.6)
Theorem 13. Let n 1 be an integer. Then
QHnC1.x/CQHn 1.x/D 4.x2C1/PHn.x/:
Proof. Using (2.6) and proceeding in the same way as in the Theorem 11 the result
follows. 
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Proof. For an integer n 2 we have
n 1X
lD1
PHl.x/D PH1.x/CPH2.x/C : : :CPHn 1.x/


























































PHl.x/D Pn.x/C iPnC1.x/C "PnC2.x/ChPnC3.x/
2x
C Pn 1.x/C iPn.x/C "PnC1.x/ChPnC2.x/
2x






Thus the Theorem is proved. 












Proof. Using (2.8) and proceeding in the same way as in the Theorem 15 the result
follows. 
Next we shall give the generating function for Pell hybrinomials.
Theorem 18. The generating function for Pell hybrinomial sequence
fPHn.x/g is
G.t/D iC "  .2x/Ch  .4x
2C1/C .1C "Ch  .2x//t
1 2xt   t2 :
Proof. Assume that the generating function of the Pell hybrinomial sequence fPHn.x/g





G.t/D PH0.x/CPH1.x/tCPH2.x/t2C : : :
Multiply the above equality on both sides by  2xt and then by  t2 we obtain
 G.t/  .2x/t D PH0.x/  .2x/t  PH1.x/  .2x/t2 PH2.x/  .2x/t3  : : :
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 G.t/t2 D PH0.x/t2 PH1.x/t3 PH2.x/t4  : : :
By adding these three equalities above, we will get
G.t/.1 2xt   t2/D PH0.x/C .PH1.x/ PH0.x/  .2x//t
sincePHn.x/D 2x PHn 1.x/CPHn 2.x/ (see (2.1)) and the coefficient of tn, for
n 2, are equal to zero. Moreover, PH0.x/D iC"  .2x/Ch  .4x2C1/; PH1.x/ 
PH0.x/  .2x/D 1C "Ch  .2x/: 
In the same way we obtain the generating function g.t/ for Pell-Lucas hybrinomi-
als.
Theorem 19. The generating function for the Pell-Lucas hybrinomial sequence
fQHn.x/g is
g.t/D QH0.x/C .QH1.x/ QH0.x/  .2x//t
1 2xt   t2 ;
where QH0.x/D 2C i  .2x/C "  .4x2C2/Ch  .8x3C6x/;
and QH1.x/ QH0.x/  .2x/D 2xC2iC "  .2x/Ch  .4x2C2/:
We will give the matrix representation of Pell hybrinomials.















Proof. (by induction on n)
If nD 0 then assuming that the matrix to the power 0 is the identity matrix the result
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which ends the proof. 
In the same way we obtain the matrix representation for Pell-Lucas hybrinomials.
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